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America’s Rich Life™ is an original series launching now on 
DIMENSION 49J™ and DIMENSION 75C™. This game features a 
unique patriotic theme unlike any other premium DIMENSION 
series currently available, with a flashy wheel feature event 
backed by a special soundtrack: the 1987 Grammy Award-
winning song “Living in America” by Rock and Roll Hall of Fame 
honoree James Brown. 

America’s Rich Life is launching to market with two base game titles—Seaside Riches™ and Luxury Nights™—each 
with a unique free game experience. The series supports a mix of multi-denom options. It is available now on both 
DIMENSION 49J and DIMENSION 75C, with custom merchandising options.

America’s Rich Life is a 1-level linked progressive game with a 5x5 reel frame and a large, animated wheel across the 
upper half of the screen, which circles down to fill the screen during the wheel feature. Through game play, wheel 
symbols appear across all reels, displaying random credit prizes, Mini bonus awards, and Minor Bonus awards. 
Anytime 6 or more wheel symbols land, the wheel game feature is awarded. The prizes displayed on the wheel 
symbols are added together to become the base prize for the wheel spin wedges, as the game’s prize wheel comes 
front and center, and James Brown’s “Living in America” begins to play. Three spins are awarded at the start of the 
feature, which includes a center wheel with prize amounts and an independent exterior wheel with additional wheel 
spin awards. At the completion of each wheel spin, the wedges are increased by the base prize amount, for increasing 
potential prize amounts as the feature progresses. 
The game’s Major standalone progressive jackpot and Grand linked progressive jackpot are among the available 
wheel spin prize wedges. The feature includes a high degree of interaction with the eagle character, who nudges the 
exterior wheel to a +1 Spin on about half of all spins, on average. The wheel game feature continues until no spins 
remain, at which time the awards are tallied, and the eagle provides a celebration.

GAME PLAY

Random +1 Spin Nudge from Eagle CharacterWheel Game Feature TriggerAnticipation Effect
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GAME THEME COMPATIBILITY
America’s Rich Life  is available with 2 base games:

Capture a slice of American paradise in Seaside 
Riches. This America’s Rich Life compatible base 
game showcases icons of the west coast including 
the golden gate bridge, a pink hot rod, and a 
sparkling heroine with beach blonde hair. Seaside 
Riches features nudging wheel symbols during the 
free games, increasing odds at a wheel spin event.

Players can enjoy all the energy and excitement of 
the east coast skyline in Luxury Nights. Cocktails, 
private helicopters, and high-end jewelry cover this 
compatible base game in a ritzy, city night scene.  
The free game feature in Luxury Nights includes 
a respin feature anytime 3 or more wheel symbols 
appear, giving an extra chance at winning the 
thrilling wheel spin event.

America’s Rich Life is a multi-denomination linked progressive 
with 1¢, 2¢, 5¢, and 10¢ options. Standalone bonus awards 
scale according to player-selected denomination and bet.

The linked progressive Grand jackpot can be set at a $10,000, 
$5,000, or $2,500 reset, according to property preference.

BET CONFIGURATION

PROGRESSIVE 
CONFIGURATION
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DIMENSIONS AND CONFIGURATIONS
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CONTACT YOUR KONAMI 
SALES REPRESENTATIVE  
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Konami Gaming, Inc. 
585 Konami Circle 
Las Vegas NV, 89119

866.KGI.INFO 
www.konamigaming.com
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